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Abstract:
The importance and the complete amount of human
face photos make manipulations e.g., search and
mining of large-scale human face images a really
vital research problem and allow many real world
applications. We aim to make use of automatically
detected human attributes that contain semantic
prompts of the face photos to improve content
based face retrieval by constructing semantic code
words for efficient large-scale face retrieval. By
leveraging human attributes in a scalable and
systematic framework we propose two orthogonal
methods named attribute-enhanced sparse coding
and attribute embedded inverted indexing to perk
up the face retrieval in the offline and online stages.
We examine the efficiency of different attributes
and vital factors necessary for face retrieval. The
purpose in this paper is to deal with one of the
imperative and challenging problems large-scale
content-based face image retrieval. Given a
uncertainty face image content-based face image
retrieval seeks to find similar face images from a
large image database. It is and facilitates equipment
for many applications including automatic face
annotation crime investigation etc.
Keywords: Face image, human attributes, content-
based image retrieval
Introduction:
Even though human characteristics have been
helpful on applications related to face images it is
non-trivial to be relevant it in content-based face
image retrieval task owed to several reasons. First
human attributes only hold limited dimensions.
When there are too many people in the dataset it
misplaces discriminability as certain people might
have similar attributes. Second human attributes are
symbolized as a vector of floating points. It does
not work well with embryonic large scale indexing
methods and therefore it undergoes from sluggish
response and scalability subject when the data size
is enormous. To leverage promising human
attributes automatically detected by attribute
detectors for getting better content-based face
image retrieval. We propose two orthogonal
methods named attribute-enhanced sparse coding
and attribute-embedded inverted indexing.
Attribute-enhanced sparse coding utilizes the

global structure of feature space and uses several
important human attributes combined with low-
level features to construct semantic code words in
the offline stage. On the other hand, attribute-
embedded inverted indexing locally considers
human attributes of the chosen query image in a
binary signature and provides competent retrieval
in the online stage.
Related Work:

Since face recognition typically necessitates
considerable computation cost for dealing with
high dimensional features and making explicit
classification models it is non-trivial to directly be
appropriate it to face retrieval tasks. In the interim
the photo quality in consumer photos is more
various and pretences more visual variances. Wu et
al. recommend a face retrieval framework using
component-based local features with identity-based
quantization to pact with scalability issues. To
recompense the quantization loss they further
propose to use a state-of the- art features with
principal component analysis for re ranking. Wang
et. al. suggest an automatic face annotation
framework based on content-based face image
retrieval. In their framework they adopt GIST
characteristic with locality sensitive hashing for
face image retrieval. Chen et al. offer to use
component-based local binary pattern (LBP)  a well
known attribute for face recognition joint with
sparse coding and partial identity information to
construct semantic code words for content-based
face image retrieval.
Existing System:
Using global features in a retrieval system requires
fundamentally a linear scan of the whole database
in order to process a query which is excessive for a
web- scale image database. These features are
typically high-dimensional and global thus not
suitable for quantization and inverted indexing.
Disadvantages:
Its take lot of time to find the image Local binary
system does not produce fine clear image. These
methods might require clean training data and
massive human annotations.
Proposed System:
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Attribute-embedded inverted indexing locally
considers human attributes of the designated query
image in a binary signature and provides efficient
retrieval in the online stage. Attribute-enhanced
sparse coding exploits the global structure of
feature space and uses several important human
attributes combined with low-level features to
construct semantic code words in the offline stage.
Advantages:
The method is very faster than old system. Easily
get the images using face code word from database.
We build a large-scale content-based face image
retrieval system by taking advantages of both low-
level appearance features and high-level facial
semantics.
System Architecture:

Human attributes (e.g., gender, race, hair style) are
highlevel semantic descriptions about a person.
Some examples of human attributes can be found in
Figure 2 (a). The recent work shows automatic
attribute detection has adequate quality (more than
80% accuracy) [7] on many different human
attributes. Using these human attributes, many
researchers have achieved promising results in
different applications such as face verification [7],
face identification [8], keyword-based face image
retrieval [9], and similar attribute search.
Content-Based Image Search:
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) also known
as query by image content (QBIC) and content-
based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) is the
presentation of computer vision techniques to
the image retrieval problem of penetrating for
digital images in large databases. Some
researchers have attentive on associating the
semantic gap by finding semantic image
representations to increase the CBIR performance.
Content-based face image retrieval is carefully
associated to face recognition issues but they

concentrate on finding appropriate feature
representations for scalable indexing systems.
Attribute Based Search:
Attribute detection has suitable quality on various
different human attributes. Using these human
attributes several researchers have attained
promising results in different applications such as
face verification, face identification, keyword-
based face image retrieval, and similar attribute
search.
Face Image Retrieval:
The suggested work is a facial image retrieval
model for similar facial images penetrating and
retrieval in the search space of the facial images by
combining content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
techniques and face recognition techniques with the
semantic explanation of the facial image. The
objective is to decrease the semantic gap among
high level query requirement and low level facial
features of  the human face image such that the
system can be prepared to  meet human nature way
and needs  in explanation and retrieval  of facial
image.
Human Attributes:
Human attributes like gender, race and hair style
are high-level semantic explanations about a
person. The recent work demonstrates automatic
attribute detection has satisfactory quality more
than 80% accuracy on various different human
attributes. Many researchers have attained
promising results in different applications such as
face verification, face identification, keyword-
based face image retrieval and similar attribute
search.
Experimental Results:

The result points out the efficiency of the attributes
ranked by ASC-W. It shows the presentation of
attribute-embedded inverted indexing in Public
figure by means of different threshold values T.
When T is big the performance will converge to SC
because it disregards the attribute signature. When
T is small the performance will be improved but
when T is too small the performance will fall
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dramatically. There are two possible reasons for
this phenomenon. First attribute detection error
when T is too small, the algorithm cannot stand
attribute detection error so the performance will
drop. Second some attributes are not effectual for
identifying a person and these attributes will source
the performance drop when T is too small. To
manifest the second point we run the same
experiments on top 40 attributes ranked by the
results of ASC-W. By taking out some non-
informative attributes the performance can be
further improved from 16.3% to 17.6%.
Enhancement:
We present a new framework for multi-attribute
image retrieval and ranking, which retrieves images
based not only on the words that are part of the
query, but also considers the remaining attributes
within the vocabulary that could potentially provide
information about the query.
(1) We propose a single framework for image
ranking and retrieval. Traditionally, learning to
rank is treated as a distinct problem within
information retrieval. In contrast, our approach
deals with ranking and retrieval within the same
formulation, where learning to rank or retrieve are
simply optimizations of the same model according
to different performance measures.
(2) Our approach supports image retrieval and
ranking based on multi-label queries. This is non-
trivial, as
the number of possible multi-label queries for a

vocabulary of size L is 2L. Most image
ranking/retrieval approaches deal with this problem
by learning separate classifiers for each individual
label, and retrieve multi-label queries by
heuristically combining the outputs of the
individual labels. In contrast, we introduce a
principled framework for training and retrieval of
multi-label queries.
(3) We also demonstrate that attributes within a
single object category and even across multiple
object categories are interdependent so that
modeling the correlations between them leads to
significant performance gains in retrieval and
ranking.
Conclusion:
Attribute-embedded upturned indexing further
believes the local attribute signature of the query
image and still makes sure well-organized retrieval
in the online stage. The experimental results show
that using the code words produced by the
proposed coding scheme we can decrease the
quantization mistake and accomplish salient gains
in face retrieval on two public datasets. The
proposed indexing format can be effortlessly
included into inverted index accordingly
maintaining a scalable framework. Throughout the
experiments we also determine certain informative
attributes for face retrieval across different datasets

and these attributes are also talented for other
applications e.g., face verification. Present methods
treat all attributes as equal. We will examine
methods to dynamically choose the significance of
the attributes and further take advantage of the
contextual relationships between them. Attribute-
enhanced sparse coding exploits the global
structure and employs numerous human attributes
to construct semantic-aware code words in the
offline stage.
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